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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the solution of the

eigenvalue problem \f(t)=po f(s) dg(s), O^t^T, where g is non-

decreasing and right continuous on [0, T] and the integral is the

Stieltjes mean sigma-integral. In addition to the solution of the

general problem, the solution of the problem with positive eigen-

functions is given. The relationship of the eigenvalue problem to the

failure of the Gronwall inequality for^ is also established. Further-

more, the techniques used to solve this eigenvalue problem are

readily adapted to solve the extended problem in which the function

g is merely of bounded variation and right continuous.

1. Introduction. A Gronwall inequality for the Stieltjes mean sigma-

integral was established by W. W. Schmaedeke and G. R. Sell in [2]. In

the last paragraph of that paper, the authors indicated that the failure of

the inequality could be related to an eigenvalue problem and then indicated

a characterization of the eigenvalues of the problem. This characterization

is our Theorem 2 below for which we present a first proof. We indicate

what the relationship is between the failure of the Gronwall inequality and

the eigenvalue problem in our corollary to Theorem 2. In proceeding to

establish Theorem 2, we first consider the eigenvalue problem for non-

negative eigenfunctions, Theorem 1, and then suitably modify our con-

structive solution of that problem.

2. Terminology and notation. Throughout this paper suppose that g is

a nondecreasing right continuous function on the interval [0, T]. We let

Agit)=git)—git~). Let F be the set of all quasi-continuous functions on

[0, T] which are right continuous, and let F+ consist of those members of

F which are nonnegative valued. For reference we list a slightly extended
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version of the Gronwall inequality for the mean sigma-integral, which is

also established by the proof in [2].

Theorem. If there exists a t in (0, T] such that ¿\g(t)¿i2, let 7" be the

least such t; otherwise let T' = T. Suppose e^O. Then there exists a K, K^O,

such that iff is in F+ and

f(t) ^ s + ['/(s) dg(s).       0^t<T,

then

/(f) ^K,       0<t<T'.

Also for reference we list the equality

Um ¡"f(s)dg(s) = i[f(b) +f(b-))àg(b).
a-*b    Ja

We define the operator Ucorresponding to the function g by the equation

Uf(t) = í'f(s)dg(s),       O^t^T.
Jo

3. Statements of theorems. We can now list the three results we shall

establish in this paper and a lemma which we shall use in proving the first

theorem.

Theorem 1. />0 is an eigenvalue of U with a nontrivial eigenfunction

in F+ if and only if there exists a T* in (0, T] such that Ag(T*)=2X and

Ag(t)<2XifT*<t<T.

Theorem 2. For ¿>0, X is an eigenvalue of U with a nontrivial eigen-

function in F if and only if there exists T* in (0, T] such that Ag(T*)=2X.

Corollary 1. U has an eigenvalue X (A> !.) if and only if the Gronwall

inequality for g fails at 7".

Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists a sequence of functions gn of

bounded variation converging uniformly to g on [0, T], with each Vog„^

Vog. Let X—l be an eigenvalue for each operator Un where

UJ(l) = ^f(s)dg„(s),       0</< T.

If a sequence of corresponding eigenfunciions fn converges uniformly to a

quasi-continuous function f on [0, T], then f is an eigenfunction for the

operator U corresponding to X=l.
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4. Proof of theorems. We do not give the proof of Lemma 1 here, but

comment that it is easily proved using Lemma 4.2a of [1]. Without loss of

generality we give the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 for X=l.

Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that/in F+ is a nontrivial eigenfunction

for U. Using Lemma 1 of [2] we see that since/(0)—0, there is a /*>0 such

that/(f)=0 for 05!/<f* and that if T* is the supremum of all such t*'s

then/(r*)>0. From the equality/(7*)=jT/M 4?0), we conclude that

Ag(T*)=2. Since g is nondecreasing, f(t)^f(T*) if T*^t^T. There
cannot exist a t' in (T*, T] such that Ag(r')>2, for then we would have

fit') =f(t'~) ■ (1 + i Ag(r'))/(1 - è Ag(t'))

which would imply that/(i')<0. This ends the necessity part of the proof.

For the sufficiency part, let t0 be the largest t in [0, 7"] such that Ag(/)=2

and let T"=inf{t in (t0, T]:g is constant on (t, T]}. Now, there exists a

sequence of functions gn on [0, T] converging uniformly to g such that for

each positive integer n, gn agrees with g off of [?„, T"), and on [/0, T") gn is

a step function such that

(i) \gn(t)-g(t)\<\¡n if t^t<T";

(ii) Agn(t)<2 for te(tQ, T"];

(iii) at each point t' of discontinuity of gn, gn(t')=g(t');

(iv) if gn is discontinuous at t' and l>n then gt is discontinuous at /' and

gÁt')=gn(t').
We let hn(t)=(l + lAgn(t))l(l-i&gn(t)), and define

fn(t) = 0, 0^t<t0

= ff bn(s),       to^t^T.
selh.t]

fn is a nonnegative valued eigenfunction for Un determined by gn. Note that

{fn(T")}n^x is a decreasing sequence bounded below by 1. Finally, we shall

show that the sequence of eigenfunctions/n converges uniformly on [0, T\.

(The limit function / will then be in F+.) Let

èn = min{l -h±gn(t):t0<t£T"},

then b=bx is a lower bound for the set of all ¿>n's. Also let 5=/i(r").

Suppose e>0. Let e*=b ln(l + e/B). Choose N such that \gn— g\<e*

and |/n(r)-/JV(r)|<eif«>Ar. Let /0<ii<- ■ ̂ i^r^rbe the end
points of the intervals of constancy of ^n on [i0, T]. Suppose te[tf, ti+1).

We consider two cases.

Case (i).   fn(t)>fNit). Then

finit) =fn(tù ■ il hn(s) <MU) ■ Wie*lb),
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so that

/»(0 ~fdt) < (exp(e*/ft) - D -Mt)

= £-/JV(0-B-1<£.

Case (ii). f\(t)>f„(t). Here, if [t¡, t¡+1) is an interval of constancy ofgN

and the end points of the intervals of constancy of gn on [t¡, tf+l) are

U—hi<t*j< ' ■ ■ <ttj=tj+i, then

AgjvC+i) = Ag„(fSi) + • • • + &gjtis)
and

M<m) > Kihi) ■ ■ ■ hnitu).
Thus

fNÍt)-fni')^fNÍti)-fniti)

< (fdU) - /.('<)) • M'm) • • ■ hN(T*)

úfN(T")-fn(T")<e.

Proof of Theorem 2. With slight natural modifications, our proof of

Theorem 1 yields the proof of Theorem 2. In the sufficiency part for

instance, the gn's can be constructed so that additionally each one agrees

with g at each t in (t0, T] where Ag(t)>2; then on the successive sub-

intervals of [0, T] with such r's for end points, each/n will take on alter-

nately negative and positive values with the ¡/J's behaving as the/n's did

in the proof of Theorem 1. In the necessity part, if/is locally nonpositive

valued at. 0, apply the argument of the necessity proof of Theorem 1 to

-/
Proof of Corollary 1. If X > 1 is an eigenvalue of U, then by Theorem

2, there is a 7* in (0, T] such that Ag(T*)=2X. Consequently Ag(7")^2,
so that the Gronwall inequality for g fails at 7'as is shown by the example in

[2]. On the other hand, if the Gronwall inequality for g fails at V, Lemma

3 of [2] can be used to show that Ag(T')^.2 which then implies that X—

\Ag(T') is an eigenvalue of U.

5. Extension of the eigenvalue problem. Now let g' be a function which

is merely of bounded variation and right continuous on [0, T] and let

U'f(t)=jj(s)dg'(s),       0^t<T.

The referee has pointed out that the eigenvalue problem for U' can be

handled with "little additional effort. Of course, X=0 is always an eigen-

value of U' having corresponding eigenfunctions in F+. Using the technique

of proof of Theorem i again, we get the result that ¿<0 is an eigenvalue of

V with a nontrivial eigenfunction in F+ if and only if there exists a 7* in

(0, 7] such that Ag'(7*)=2;. and 2X<g'(t)^-2X if T*<t<T, and we
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get a dual result for />0. In general, we have that for X a real number, X

is an eigenvalue of U' with a nontrivial eigenfunction in F if and only if

there is a T* in (0, T] such that Ag'(T*)=2X.
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